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A Mirror for Princes, A Fiction for Readers: 
The Habname ofVeysl and Dream Narratives 

in Ottoman Turkish Literature1 

Ahmet Tunc 5 en 
J J 

The following study aims to reconstruct the ways in which an early seventeenth
century text composed by one of the prominent literary figm-es of his age, Veysi 
Efendi (d. 1628), was constructed and consumed. While this widely circulated 
text-both in manuscript and print forms-is usually known as the Habname, 
extant copies exist with different titles as well, such as Valuaname, Riiyaname, 
and Dii§name. Throughout this study, I will discuss the historical and personal 
contexts undel- which this text was penned and the ways in which it was received 
by its readers. In this respect, this article aims at combining two different 
strands of analysis. On the one hand, I will examine the content of the text, its 
distinctive stylistic features, the immediate historical circumstances in which it 
was produced, and the authorial intentions shaped by Veysi's career 
expectations. On the other hand, in light of reader responses to the narrative we 
have available, the work's textual adventure in manuscript culture, and the 
relative success it achieved throughout the nineteenth-century print world, 
where a new dI-eam-utopia literature pioneered by the works of Ziya Pasha and 
Namlk Kemal was gaining ground, I will argue that, unlike current scholaTly 
tradition, which tends to see the Habname as a mere example of Ottoman advice 
literature, it is indeed an unequivocally imaginative and inspiring "story". 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The following article will attempt to reconstruct the story of a "story" "written in the 

early seventeenth century by one of the greatest prose writers in Ottoman Turkish 

literature, Veysi Efendi (d. 1628). It is the story of how and why the text in question was 

written, and the ways in which it was received and read by its readers. I intend to 

approach the text from two different, yet interrelated angles: one approach will focus on 

the author and the content of the work, while the other will imagine the reader and 

his/her experience reading the narrative. 

The text in question is generally known as the Habllame ("Book of Sleep") of 

Veysi, but there also are other ways it was entitled, which "\ve hope to address in detail 
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\vhen its reception by the audience will be discussed. The HabllalJJe was relatively well

known to Ottoman readers, and remains so among modern scholars. It must have 

enjoyed some popularity among readers in manuscript culture, for there are more than 

one hundred handwritten copies catalogued so far in Turkish libraries and abroad. Its 

fame carried it into the nineteenth century, when it \vas published by at least five 

different publishing houses. Finally, the text has received the attention of twentieth

century scholars, including both historians of literature and those working on the history 

of intellectual and political thought. 

Despite the relatively significant scholarly attention this \vork has attracted, it is 

quite surprising that scholars have either consistently placed it within the boundaries of 

Ottoman advice literature and nave neglected to focus on Veys!'s efforts in forcing the 

literary conventions of this genre, or have simply referred to its literary qualities without 

contextualizing it historically and politically.2 In that regard, this article aims at 

combining these two strands together. While there are important se<;.tions in the text 

that could be interpreted as advice to the reigning Sultan Ahmed I (d. 1618), once these 

are contrasted with the generic features of Ottoman advice literature, the HabllaJJJe 

stands as an aberrant, if not an anti-example of this genre. First, the dream frame that 

Veys! uses in his text deserves special attention for the possibilities this "dream" factor 

might have created in both the narration and reception of the text. Second, in 

transmitting his message, Veys! does not simply juxtapose his points, but rather creates a 

fictional setting in which real historical figures such as Sultan Ahmed I and Alexander 

the Two-Horned act as imaginary characters. And third, the message purported in the 

Habna1l1e does not follow the conventions established by the declinist sensibilities 

widespread among contemporary Ottoman men of letters. In the pages to follow, this 

article will attempt to reveal the ways the Habna1l1e is different from other canonical 

examples of Ottoman advice literature. lvloreover, this article will try to build the ground 

upon which it is possible to read this text not merely as a mirror for princes, but also as 

a creative and exemplary work of fiction. 

II. THE AUTHOR AND THE TEXT 

Veys! is a well-known scholar (alim) and judge (kadz) who gained fame through his 

writings in prose, among which his Habna1l1e and his unfinished 5 iJ1er [The Life of the 

Prophet] should be mentioned.3 He is often referred to as the greatest prose writer in 

pre-nineteenth-century Ottoman literature, along with his contemporary Nergisi. He 

was born in Ala~ehir, lvlanisa in 969/1561-1562 to a kadz and was the nephew of a poet, 

lvlakili. He finished his JJJedrese education in Istanbul and immediately established 
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patronage ties \vith high-ranking individuals in order to obtain a position ill the 

bureaucratic framework. During his youth, his literary skills must have grasped the 

attention of contemporary tezkire writers like I<inaltzade Hasan C;elebi, who \ve know 

considered Veysi to be a promising poet.4 Thanks to his literary gifts, he did not wait too 

long for the opening of a post, \vhich was a significant problem at that time for new 

graduates. He was granted a judgeship in a small Egyptian district by the chief military 

judge of Anatolia, :LvIolla Ahmed Efendi. 

Throughout his career, Veysi held various judgeships and some minor 

bureaucratic posts in several districts of Egypt, Anatolia, and especially Rumelia. He is 

most famous for his position as judge of Dskiip [Skopje], \vhere he was assigned a total 

of seven times. Even a cursory reading of his letters (JJJijJ1feli~, along with his panegyric 

kasfdes, clearly indicates that in every part of his career Veysi \vas attempting to establish 

close connections with the reigning sultans, grand viziers, shaykhu'l-Islams, chief 

military judges, and other high-ranking bureaucrats who could bestow imperial favor 

upon him.5 One can easily extract from these writings the image of a self-assured yet 

frustrated man consistently depicting himself as an exceptional but disillusioned writer 

who was never met with what he really deserved. 

There is little doubt that the Habl1aJJJe was composed with similar intentions in 

mind. In the introductory passages of the text, Veysi expresses his own desire to reach 

the sultan. That is probably the reason why, in the current scholarship, the text is usually 

considered to have been presented to the Sultan Ahmed I in the year 1608. 

Nevertheless, contemporary sources like Nevizade Atm (d. 1635), an important figure 

from Veysi's own intellectual circle, indicate that it was instead submitted to the grand 

vizier Nasuh Pa~a (d. 1614).6 Nasuh Pa~a held the office of grand vizier between 1611 

and 1614, and thus the date of the HabnaJJJe's composition must be put somewhere 

between these years.? This assumption is further corroborated by a short note added 

next to the colophon of a copy of the HabJla1J1e dated 1034/1624-5 and saying that the 

original text was first composed in the year 1022/1613-14.8 

The significance of this date lies in the political and psychological atmosphere in 

the capital at the time. There must have been a relative feeling of relief after the Celili 

revolts were finally repressed in 1610 and the long \var with the Safavids came to an end 

by a treaty signed by Nasuh Pa~a in 1612.9 However, Veysi prefers to open the narrative 

with a lively description of his psychological mood, disturbed by recent violent incidents 

the Celilis were causing. As the narrative maintains, whenever he pondered these 

distressing affairs, he "plunged into the sea of melancholy" and was imbued with the 

desire to talk to the sultan in person in order to pour out all his complaints. to Veysi is 
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quite explicit in revealing his motivations, as he says that his desire is to present the 

sultan his recolnmendations regarding the necessary measures to take for the restoration 

of the country. Following one of the leitmotifs common in advice literature, Veysi casts 

himself as the able, erudite counselor who is ready to provide the knowledge a sultan 

needs. 

Veysi follows a path different from that found in other mirrors for princes. 

Instead of continuing with his advice in a straight way, he shares his visionary 

experience that came to him in his sleep. In his dream, Veysi luns across a group of 

distinguished people as they head towards a paradise-like garden. Once they arrive at the 

garden, each member of the group sits on a seat of honor and Veysi, along "\vith other 

servants, stands waiting to serv~ Upon th~ order of the man occupying the chief seat at 

the social gathering, Veysi sits upon the grass. He suddenly realizes that it is Alexander 

the T"\vo-Horned and surrounding him are the late Ottoman sultans. At that moment, 

Sultan Ahmed I appears on the scene along \vith his troops. The sultan dismounts and 

finds a seat close to the throne of Alexander. Later, Sultan Ahmed f and Alexander 

begin a conversation which Veysi carefully heeds.ll 

The dialogue turns to issues regarding state affairs, and Alexander states that the 

position of a ruler is like that of a heart and the world is its body; accordingly, a body 

gets injured if the heart is not on the right course. He adds that justice, equity, and 

mercy are the properties a ruler must have; otherwise, tyranny and injustice cause the 

ruin of the subjects.12 Upon hearing this, Sultan Ahmed I first takes a very deep sigh as a 

sign of his sorrow and then begins on a long speech explaining that he is already aware 

of how justice and equity are important for the ruler. The problem for him, as he states 

it, is having risen to the throne at a time when the world is in ruin. He then implicitly 

blames his grandfather lVIurad III for the almost four-decade-long wars on two fronts; 

for it is lVIurad III, he maintains, who had sent thousands of soldiers to fight against the 

enemies of religion. The wars did not cease for even a year, and so the need for new 

funds and personnel eventually emerged, "\vhich later led to recruiting inept individuals 

for the armed forces. Those outsiders recruited for emergency needs betrayed the sultan 

and joined the Celili rebels. As a result, the inherited domains of the empire and the 

houses of its subjects were all ruined. 

Sultan Ahmed I concludes his speech by asking: 

If the k"/s, who are mine indeed, refuse to obey me, how am I to protect my subjects 

\vith the sword of justice and equity, and control the country? Had God entrusted the 

Ottoman sultanate to me when the world was prosperous and thriving, I could have 

shown everyone how to keep the country in order and run the state's affairs. 13 
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In return, Alexander says that, if one 'were to listen to Ahmed, one \vould think 

that the world was prosperous and thriving before his time and that it was only during 

his reign that the world began to witness such suffering and \vickedness. He then 

reminds the young sultan: "The world has never been all prosperous during the reign of 

any luler, nor have the people been able to escape from its evil", and asks, ''When was 

the world that we call ruined today ever prosperous and thriving?,,14 This rhetorical 

question is a literary device repeated by Alexander at dle end of each story that he 

narrates regarding the agony, cruelty, and destruction witnessed throughout history. 

Beginning \vith the story of Adam and Eve and ending with a narration of the 

decimation of NIuslims by the NIongols at the time of the I<hwarezmids, Alexander 

recounts thirty-four stories in order to prove that the world is not the sort of place 

Sultan Ahmed I imagines it to be. About half of the stories recounted are Qur'anic in 

origin, such as the murder of Abel by Cain, the fight among Hud and the people of Ad, 

the struggles between Saleh and Thamud, and the story of Nloses and Pharaoh. It is 

\vorth noting that-unlike the general tendency in Islamic belles lettres, which sees the age 

of the Prophet as the "Golden Age"-Veysi does not refrain from including this era in 

his gallery, and asks whether "the world was prosperous and thriving when the swords 

of NIuhammad's companions turned coral red from enemy blood as they converted to 

Islam the tribes that worshipped creatures.,,15 

After the anecdotes recounted by Alexander comes the concluding section, 

where the intentions of Veysi in the HabnaJJle become self-evident. Here, Alexander 

sums up his anecdotes, saying that it is futile to attempt to tell the story of each and 

every day from the time of Adam onwards, for similar incidents are always taking place. 

"It is the reaya's vicious intentions", says Alexander, "that has engendered evil and 

calamity in every era. It has, thus, nothing to do \vith the kings" .16 In this context, he 

cites a Qur'anic verse, one that is also frequendy used by other Ottoman mirror writers 

of the time: "[S]urely God does not change the condition of a people until they change 

their own condition". 17 Alexander recommends that what should be done is to remain 

faithful to Islamic law and to grant posts to deserving men only. He also states that the 

appointment of judges (kadz) should be carefully arranged with respect to their 

adherence to Islamic law. 18 

When Alexander is finished speaking, Ahmed first thanks him, as all the stories 

that he has recounted have "swept away all the dust of troubles in his mind and 

provided great relief". Nonetheless, he continues to wonder about the details of each 

episode, and asks Alexander whether it is possible to keep their records. Alexander, 

mentioning Veysi, tells Ahmed that "all the details of these events, ·which are full of 
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valuable lessons, are very well kno\vn by your servant Veysl, who has dedicated his 

entire life to learning. Upon your order, he will gladly compose his account". At just this 

moment, the rooster's crow is heard and Veysl awakens. 19 

III. DECLINIST SENSIBILITIES IN EARLY MODERN OTTOMAN POLITICAL 

CONSCIOUSNESS 

With its manifest intention to glve advice to the sultan and share the author's 

observations on the current situation of the empire, it would not be incorrect to 

consider the Habname as an example of the genre of mirrors for princes, which 

flourished in the Ottoman Empire in the late sixteenth and throughout the seventeenth 

century. These works, epitomi~ed by NIustafa Ali's Nasfhatii's-Seldtfn ("Counsel for 

Sultans"), \vere long considered to be "objective" first-hand sources indicating the 

empire's sociopolitical and financial status. The "decline paradigm" of Ottoman history, 

typified by the approach of Bernard Lewis and many Turkish scholars, .takes these texts 

at face value, using them as explanatory models of Ottoman decline.2o For the purposes 

of this article, there is no need to grapple with the decline paradigm, concerning which 

there is an abundance of studies, especially in the last three decades. Jvr y aim here is 

rather to discuss the importance of this genre for understanding less tangible and often 

ignored aspects of the empire; i.e., the literary and intellectual climate of the post

Siileymanic era.21 In parallel with this question, I will delineate the Habname's 

contribution in expanding the stylistic features of the genre. 

What the genre of Ottoman mirrors for princes demonstrates, first and 

foremost, is an increased intellectual and literary activity among men of letters. The 

authors of mirrors not only contributed to the flourishing of a new political language 

and historical consciousness, but also created, in Cemal K.afadar's words, a "public 

forum, in which intellectuals and bureaucrats could openly criticize institutions and 

policies, as well as the personalities and actions of the sultans". 22 Given the lack of 

studies regarding the intertextuality of these texts, it would be disingenuous to argue that 

these authors were definitely reading and reacting to each other; we may still claim, 

however, that the quantity of compositions, as \vell as their content-which \vas largely 

shaped by these authors' responsiveness toward their time-testify to the intellectual 

endeavors of that particular milieu. It was also in this particular intellectual context that 

Ibn I<haldun's historical vision of the rise and fall of dynasties found a warm reception, 

for they were contemplating more or less similar issues and concepts.23 

This strong presentist attitude, accompanied by a sense of decline, is in fact one 

crucial distinguishing feature of the Ottoman mirrors for princes. It is true that they 
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convey certain topoi articulated d1roughout the long tradition of medieval Islamic 

rrurrors for princes and educal literature, such as the centrality of justice for the 

harmony of society, the need for the ruler to uphold the law, and the use of 

medical/Galenic metaphors. 24 Nevertheless, we should not underestimate the fact that, 

in the Ottoman case, the old/traditional issues gained a "new garb".25 As loyal 

Ottomans who believed in Ottoman superiority, the authors did not question the 

legitimacy of the dynasty; instead, they cast doubt on the legitimacy of certain 

individuals and the propriety of certain administrative practices. Thus, in the hands of 

Ottoman mirror writers, the genre evolved into a vehicle for voicing direct criticism and 

referring to current examples of institutional failure, injustice, social disruption, and 

corruption. 

The opening remarks of Ottoman mirrors-\vhere the authors dedicate passages 

to the testimony of a disastrous time, unprecedented hardship, and wrongdoing by 

reiterating concepts such as sedition ifesad), turmoil (tezel:di~, disruption (illfia~, disorder 

(ihtila~, and decline (illkzra=?)-crystallize their declinist attitude. This seems, though, to 

be a literary strategy. In many Ottoman mirrors, the organizational framework involves 

the authors first pointing out an overall disorder and decline that they have recendy 

discerned, which enables them to then list the essential causes of these problems, blame 

certain individuals, and finally suggest their detailed solutions in line with their own 

personal agendas. 

In such a context, to remind the sultan and eminent statesmen to maintain 

justice and preserve the hierarchy by putting every individual in his deserved position is 

not merely a continuation of a theme popular in medieval Islamic political literature, but, 

beyond that, an articulation and manifestation of the authors' stress regarding the 

"dissolution" of the "ideal" system they imagine. In many contemporary mirrors, 

admonitions regarding the notion of justice are presented as the predominant theme. 

NIustafa Ali, for instance, begins his work by stressing the importance of putting 

everything and everyone into their proper places.26 In a similar vein, Hasan I(afi 

Akhisari holds injustice and the disruption of hierarchy to be the flrst and most 

important cause of the empire's deterioration.27 

Another dimension of such anxieties is the conception of time prevalent in 

many mirrors. One can speak here of a three-dimensional categorization of time: the 

"present" is depicted as the source of distress and trouble \vhile the "past" serves as 

refuge from the suffering present and stands, although quite implicidy, as the repertory 

of righteous acts and deeds upon which the "future" can be modeled. This "golden age" 

rhetoric is another thematic and stylistic characteristic of mirrors, whose idealized or 
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"classicized" ages might differ "\vithin the range of the :Nlehmed II-Suleyman the 

:Nlagnificient axis, depending on the author's selection. 

In the Habnt1JJ1e, we see Veyst touching upon many of the characteristic themes 

of Ottoman mirrors for princes, such as the testimony to an anxiety-producing present, 

the importance of justice and Islamic law, the use of history for didactic purposes, and 

the suggestion of solutions that directly address the authors' own promotion. 

Nevertheless, Veyst differs from contemporary commentators in tl1ree major ways. 

Firstly, he never comes up with a detailed scheme of practical solutions. One 

cannot find in the Habnt1JJ1e any comprehensive set of reform proposals, such as the 

reinforcing of naval technology mentioned by Lutfi Pasha/8 the keeping of registers of 

office appointments advise8. by the I anonymous writer of Hztijt'l A1.iiltlk/9 the 

improvement of military equipment and techniques discussed by Hasan I(afi Akhisari,30 

the reforming and improving of the conditions of I(urdish beys suggested by Aziz 

Efendi/1 the training of newly recruited boys (acemi oj/anlan) directly by Janissaries or 

sipahis instead of Turkish peasants offered by the anonymous author of Kitdb-z 

1\1.est1lihi'I-Miislill1fll/2 or the reduction in the number of salaried soldiers demanded by 

I<oC;i Beg.33 The set of solutions recommended by these authors is, of course, related to 

their own educational and occupational backgrounds. Similarly, Veys!, too, takes a route 

with which he is most familiar as a prominent writer, choosing to tell a series of stories 

picturing how the "\vorld has been filled with pain, discord, and sedition ever since the 

time of Adam. 

Secondly, Veyst's text is less concerned with details related to actual politics and 

the picture of his contemporary society than with didactic tales of earlier times. nus 

didacticism is, however, not based upon the rhetoric of a "golden age" as the criteria of 

an ideal state and society, but rather upon a sharply realistic portrayal of the past meant 

to show the normalcy of distressing circumstances. In this sense, it is best to label the 

HabJlt1me as an anti-declinist narrative.34 

Finally, Veyst's concerns and opinions regarding contemporary state and society 

are not communicated directly by the author, but conveyed through words put into the 

mouths of Sultan Ahmed I and Alexander in a dream setting, which eventually 

"fictionalizes" the text. In all these respects, the Habnt1me's real task seems to be to 

console and even entertain the young sultan in order to acquire his imperial favor. As he 

implies in a self-serving passage at the end of his narrative, he is ready to produce a full

fledged politico-historical account, so long as he attains the gift of the sultan. Thus, the 

Habnt1me amounts to nothing but a trailer for his forthcoming work. 
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IV. DREAMS, AUTHORIAL INTENTIONS, AND THE SEARCH FOR PATRONS 

It is unlikely that Veysl received the favor of Sultan Ahmed I after presenting his work 

to the palace. It is even doubtful that the sultan ever saw the text. As Nevizade Atm 

recounts, the work was presented to the grand vizier Nasuh Pa~a. At first, the grand 

vizier enjoyed reading it, but, when he found in its pages the story of the Abbasid vizier 

Ibn Alkami, who is blamed for betraying the caliphate in collusion "\vith the :NIongol 

emperor Hulagu, he began to suspect that it was a satire of him. He therefore decided to 

"close the gate of endowment".35 Should we interpret this anecdote in such a way as to 

read the Habname as being in fact a harsh political criticism of the time? Or does the way 

Nasuh Pa~a read the text rather represent his own psychology? 

The dream nature of the Habllallle is interpreted by some scholars as a literary 

tool employed by Veysl for the sake of covering his critical statements. According to 

this interpretation, in this way he found a chance to avoid being accused of the things he 

said in the text.36 Ho"\vever, such scholars never discuss what is in Veysi's dream story 

that is actually critical. Surprisingly, the most severe criticisms expressed by Veysi are 

found in the text before the dream begins, when he implies that he holds the sultan 

responsible for the destruction of the empire. As the dream develops, however, his 

remarks-put in the mouth of Alexander-become less critical and more consolatory. 

The fundamental reason for the Habllame's reception as a political criticism in the 

current literature is the false attribution to him of a harsh kaside, "Nasfhat-z jsldmbo/' 

(Admonition to Istanbul), which includes several denunciatory remarks regarding the 

contemporary situation of the empire.37 The poem was in fact written by another 

seventeenth-century poet, Uveysi, and, as Baki Tezcan has substantially demonstrated, 

these two figures could not have been the same person owing to their totally disparate 

style and WeltaJ1schalllmg.38 Since Veyst is erroneously assumed as the writer of this kaside, 

the Habname is easily associated with such an unsubstantiated critical stance. 

There is still a need here to explain in what terms Nasuh Pasha interpreted the 

story as a political satire of himself. It is true that the image of Nasuh Pasha as reflected 

in contemporary sources resembles the story of Ibn Alkami. Both Ottoman and non

Ottoman sources express rumors that Nasuh Pasha-who was highly ambitious and 

arrogant even aiming at the throne-"\vas in collusion "\vith the Safavids, and the 

discovery of this betrayal caused his death in 1614.39 It might be the case that Nasuh 

Pasha was already preoccupied with such rumors when he was presented with the 

Habname. If this is the case, then his interpretation of the story reflects more his own 

anxiety than Veysi's intentions to attack him. Otherwise, why would Veyst have 

presented his text to Nasuh Pasha if he had composed it as a political satire of the grand 
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vizier? Interestingly, in the collected poems of Veysi there are two panegyric odes 

written to Nasuh Pasha; unfortunately the date of their composition is unknown. 

Nonetheless, in one of these two odes, Veysi disavows the remark that had been 

attributed to him by his enemies and asks for Nasuh Pasha's mercy.40 Though 

speculative, this remark may ,-vell be related to the aforementioned misunderstanding of 

N asuh Pasha. 

It is likely that Veysi did not achieve ,-vhat he expected to in the composition and 

presentation of the HabllaJl1e. Although Evliya <::elebi says that the judgeship of Oskiip 

was permanently assigned to him upon his presentation of the HabnaJl1e4
\ Nevizade 

Atru, who had the daily registers (rIlZlJalJlfe) at his disposal, does not point out any such 

sudden promotion of Veysi.42 IvIoreover, though he committed himself to composing a 

detailed treatise on condition that he be Bestowed an imperial favor, we do not see Veysi 

writing such an account in the later part of his career. 

A comparison of the case of Veysi with his contemporary IYfustafa Safi is 

illuminating. As Giinhan Borek<;i relates, in 1609 IvIustafa Safi completed and presented 

a translation of a fifteenth-century mirror for princes in Persian, Dtisttin-e lamtilll la/tiL In 

this translation, Safi also tells the story of why that particular work was selected by the 

sultan. As he says, Sultan Ahmed I valued histories and works on past rulers, for such 

works could give him important lessons on how to become a just ruler. The sultan's 

advisors recommended him that particular work because it was written in a very 

elaborate style and was full of lively anecdotes about kingly virtues.43 

At the end of his translation, Safi adds a short note in passing that his wish was 

to be employed in the inner palace service, so long as the sultan regarded him as worthy 

of it. He was indeed given employment as the sultan's personal prayer leader upon 

completing his translation, and was later commissioned to compose the chronicle of the 

sultan's reign, and so, until his death in 1616, SiB was able to be present in the sultan's 

inner circle as his chronicler, political advisor, and confidant.44 

Veysi's intentions in composing the HabllaJl1e become more evident when his 

own passing notes in the text are read together with IYfustafa Safi's remarks on the 

sultan's reading preferences. Yet another important question remains to be posed: why 

did he choose to present his narrative in a dream? Or, to put it another way, in what 

ways could this dream function? 

It would not be out of place to say that the anticipated influences of the text on 

its intended audience and the reception of it by a contemporary readership are directly 

related to the dr~am nature of the Habllame. It is not rare in Islamic belles /ettres to make 

use of dreams, visions, or other mystical experiences as rhetorical devices.45 IvIany 
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authors insert some sense of otherworldliness by including an element of arcane and 

privileged knowledge in order to enhance the meaning and give authority to their own 

writings. It is even possible to find such examples in Ottoman mirrors for princes. For 

example, at the beginning of his Nasfhatii's-S eldtZn, lVIustafa Ali emphasizes how he began 

to write his account upon "the instruction of certain holy men that appeared to him in 

his dreams".46 In a similar fashion, Hasan I<::afi Akhisad attempts to stress his prophetic 

authority by describing how all in his work was inspired to him by God. As he describes 

it, one night he entreated God to be informed about the causes behind the current 

corrupted state of the empire, and God put the ideas in his mind.47 In this way, Akhisari 

was enabled to explore the reasons of the decline and finish his composition. 

The narrations of dreams with prophetic content to enhance the meaning and, 

more importantly, secure the favor of the addressee are not found only among the 

writings of Ottoman literati. Quite interestingly, a set of scattered documents from the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries hitherto unnoticed in the Ottoman state archives 

reveal the fact that certain individuals, including women, wrote their dreams to the 

reigning sultan as a harbinger of imminent auspicious events like military victories or 

recovery from illnesses. In return for these dreams sent to the palace, some of these 

individuals express their own expectation to be favored, and in some cases they really 

were given a symbolic amount of money.48 It would be going too f~r to suggest here an 

"economy of dreams", but such pieces of information hinting at a culture of dream 

writing for material benefit should nevertheless be taken into account. 

If books on history and the deeds of past rulers were one preoccupation of 

Sultan Ahmed I, dreams were certainly another one. However, he \vas neither the first 

nor the last Ottoman sultan to be interested in the spiritual power of dreams. For 

instance, Ahmed's grandfather, lVIurad III, was famous for the dreams he wrote and sent 

to his Sufi sheikh, Siica Efendi, for interpretation.49 Sultan Ahmed I had a similar 

relationship with an influential Sufi sheikh of his time, Aziz Mahmud Hiidai (d. 1628), 

who was not only a competent dream interpreter but also a composer of his own 

dreams and mystical visions. 50 Hiidai is equally important for Veysi himself, for some 

scholars argue that Veysi was a member of his Celvetiyye order. 51 Although his formal 

connection with the order is not certain, his closeness to the Sufi sheikh is attested by 

Evliya <;elebi. In the fifth volume of his 5 eyahatndtJJe ("Book of Travels''), where he 

mentions the city of Uskiip, Evliya tells us that he first had the pleasure to meet with 

Veysi in the presence of Aziz IvIahmud Hiidai. However, Evliya's story does not show 

Veysi as a disciple of Hiidai. On the contrary, he depicts them as two close friends, 

talking together like equals.52 
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The curiosity of the sultan \vith regard to dreams might have been a potential 

hook for Veyst to allure him and secure his patronage. There is no need here for a 

thorough discussion of the special status of dreams in Islamic culture. Suffice it to say 

that, in Islamic dream lore, "true dreams"-i.e., dreams that are God-given-are of 

great importance, especially dreams in \vhich a deceased person appears to the dreamer 

and delivers a message, which can be found in many different forms of writing, such as 

biographical dictionaries, historical works, and mystical accounts. 53 Dreams in which the 

dreamer sees the prophet NIuhammad, who provides the dreamer with guidance and/or 

forewarning, are the most important examples. :NIuhammad is, however, not the only 

source of guidance in helping the dreamer escape from his or her perplexity. As 

manifested in one of the sayihgs attributed to Ibn Sirin, the legendary founder of the 

:NIuslim tradition of dream interpretation, "whatever the deceased tells in sleep is truth, 

for he stays in the world of truth".54 In this regard, dreams of the dead and the souls of 

the sages of the past are considered as signal, for the deceased be¥s true knowledge 

from the world of truth (diirIlJI-baqq) into the world of the living. Besides the prophet 

:NIuhammad, guidance can also originate from deceased relatives, friends, teachers, and 

especially from saints and Sufi sheikhs. 

That there was great interest in dreams in early modern Ottoman culture can 

easily be deduced from the abundance of manuals on dream interpretation, personal 

dream accounts kept in diaries, separate dream logs exchanged among individuals, and 

narratives of visionary experiences scattered in chronicles, travelogues, biographical 

dictionaries, and hagiographies. 55 Although the HabllaJJJe does not at first seem similar to 

these sub-genres of dream writing, being a "fabricated dream", it should still be treated 

in terms of a cultural context that highly esteemed dreams and dream writing. 

Veyst must have had a familiarity with the Islamic dream discourse, for he 

demonstrates his knowledge in his other major book, Sb1e1: In one part of this work, in 

which he narrates how the first message of God was revealed to the prophet 

1l{uharrunad, he discusses the famous hadith that says that the tnle dream is one forty

SLxth part of prophethood.56 In yet another section, where he recounts the story of 

:NIuhammad's ascent to heaven, he examines theologically and linguistically whether this 

experience of the Prophet occurred in sleep or in wakefulness. 57 Veyst must have 

gathered such scriptural information during his education at the medrese, but, apart from 

this formal training, the Sufi connections mentioned above might have also influenced 

his familiarity with Islamic dream lore. 
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V. NARRATIVITY OF THE TEXT BASED ON ITS DREAM NATURE 

As a learned man of dream discourse, Veysi may have also been familiar with another 

famous hadith: "He who lies about his dream will have to tie a knot in a small barley 

corn on the Day of Judgment". 58 This further complicates how his dream text should be 

interpreted. Is there any possibility that 'what Veysi narrates in the HabllaJJJe is his own 

actual dream experience?59 

As Peter Burke reminds us, "[h]istorians need to bear constantly in mind the fact 

that they do not have access to the dream itself but at best to a written record, modified 

by the preconscious or conscious mind in the course of recollection and writing".uo 

Since all dreams can only exist as narratives based upon real or fictional visual 

experiences, and no one can attest to the actual dreaming experience except the 

dreamer, it is not easy to make a clear-cut division between a "real" dream and a 

"fabricated" one. Therefore, one sound method to treat dreams is to focus upon their 

narrativity; that is, how the story is constructed by the dream teller and in 'what ways the 

dream story is interpreted by the audience. 

Let us begin with the ilnpact of dream nature on the dream's narration. In 

building his dream narrative, Veysi might have enjoyed the literary freedom of putting in 

the same setting historical characters who could never come together in real life. This is 

one crucial advantage of dreams, which may constitute "a unifying device tying together 

seemingly unrelated material".ul Alexander's presence in this dream is not coincidental, 

as it serves well the purposes of the narrative. First of all, Alexander is quite a popular 

figure in Ottoman literat1' production and is accorded great respect on the grounds of 

his political wisdom and heroism.u2 Although there is some controversy over whether 

the name Alexander the Two-Horned implies the great 1vIacedonian king or the 

Qur'anic figure Dhu'l-Qarnayn, in Ottoman literary culture the two are mostly intended -

as one and the same.u3 Therefore, it is more appropriate to treat Alexander the Two

Horned not as the real historical Alexander, but rather as his legend for matters political. 

The way tl1at Alexander functions in the Habllame as a tool of narrativity is 

similar to those dreams in which the dreamer receives messages from an influential 

deceased person. His role in providing guidance is, however, transformed from a 

spiritual task into a more mundane, if not secular, one. 1vIore specifically, Alexander 

stands in the Habl1aJJle as a paragon giving guidance not in pious terms, but in terms of 

such earthly concerns as politics, statecraft, and the philosophy of history. Although the 

use of Alexander as the ideal tuler is common in many other mirrors for princes, 

Alexander is utilized in the Habl1aJJJe not only as a role model on whose admired tule the 

author can juxtapose edificatot1' stories, but also as an animated character coming to the 
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fore of the narrative. This probably makes what Alexander says, or rather what is put in 

his mouth by Veysi, more special and striking than simply an ordinary reference to him 

as an ideal ruler. 

In this discussion of the impact of the dream form on the narration and 

reception of the text, studies on the narrative structure and generic features of dream 

visions in medieval European literature may give additional insight. The genre of dream 

visions is considered by many scholars as the "genre of the middle ages". 64 Among the 

most prominent examples, one should mention the anonymous RoJJJan de fa Rose; 

Geoffrey Chaucer's The Book of the Duchess and The Par/aJJJent ofFoules; John Bunyan's The 

PilgriJJJ's Progress; and William Langland's Piers P101VJJJan. Surprisingly enough, it was 

Bernard Lewis who first brought to the 'attention of the scholars that Veysi's Habllallle 

could be the Ottoman version of Langland's Piers P1OJvJJJan.65 

The dream vision is a first-person account of a dream. The narrative is 

introduced by presenting the dream teller as a character, and usually. concludes with a 

description of his or her moment of awakening, thus serving as a complete reminder to 

the reader that all the stories, dialogues, and characters that they have read were in the 

mind of the dreamer.66 One important motif common in most of examples is the 

anxious state of the dreamer before falling asleep. In the prologue section of these 

narratives, the reader learns that the dreamer has been distressed about some problem. 

This is, however, not directly recounted, but rather projected through a depiction of the 

dreamer's seclusion and solitude. As stated by Peter Brown, "a dreamer is by definition 

alone, solitary, and separated from social activity" .67 The sources of the dreamer's 

suffering may vary from the pain of love to a deeper spiritual kind of depression. In any 

case, this anxiety forms the stepping stone for the entire dream narrative. 

The moment of transition from this state of anxiety to the refreshing 

atmosphere of the dream landscape is the key literary mechanism of this genre. Turning 

to sleep thus embodies a "fictionality path" whereby the author invites the reader into a 

complicated literary game in which reality and dreams (or fact and fiction) are 

intertwined. 68 In other words, the dream is presented to the reader not as pure 

fabrication; rather, the reader is encouraged "to regard certain events and narrative 

strategies as possible, but by no means everything in the account as true" .69 

IvIany of these features of dream narratives-such as the dreamer's pre-dream 

anxiety, his solitude and seclusion, and his awakening at the end-can also be seen in 

the HabnaJJJe. More important than the impact of dream nature on the narration of the 

text, we should question in what ways this dream nature may have affected the reception 

of the work by its readers. Fortunately, we have a number of different interpretations of 
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the text extracted from the available responses of Habllame readers. This multifarious 

reception of the HabnalJJe might be attributed to the dream nature of the text, which 

ultimately creates a blurring effect in the minds of readers. 

One possible way to reconstitute readers' responses is to follo\'v the \'vork's 

dissemination in manuscript culture. The information to be found in available catalogs 

clearly shows that the text was quite popular, with many individual copies being found 

in severallibraries/o and that is not including lost copies or copies lying undiscovered in 

personal miscellanies (JJleclJJtla). An exploration of these manuscript copies gives a hint as 

to how the text was read by its readers, for the way a copyist reproduces a text, whether 

on behalf of his or her reading experience or in consideration of the tastes of the book 

market, may reflect the ways in \'vhich it is consumed.71 

Veysi's text was reproduced under the titles VakzallaJJle, Habname, Rij),amJme, 

Rii.yetname, and DiiplaJJle, all of which demonstrate the association of the text with tlle 

dreaming experience. It is not certain whether all these different names were regarded as 

a single phenomenon or whether there were important technical nuances. Here, the 

\,vord vakza is important, as the \,vord in Arabic originally means "incident" or "episode", 

and it is specifically in Sufi terminology that it has acquired a new meaning describing 

the experience of the dreamer/seer when he is absent to the world of the senses.72 

Unfortunately, the autograph copy of Veysi's \,vork is unknown, and so it is 

impossible to know what Veysi himself called his account. Moreover, the narrative itself, 

in the available copies, does not include any of this terminology, nor does it declare a 

title selected for the work. What the narrative says in the introduction is that one night, 

when Veysi was in seclusion in a depressed and exhausted manner, "the veil of 

somnolence" (perde-i gaflef) fell over his eyes, and he later found himself among a group 

of distinguished people in his sleep-led experience. Such a lively portrayal of the 

moment of separation from the state of consciousness and the entrance into a new form 

of (dreamt) reality may have sounded familiar to many contemporaries. Considering the 

fact that dreams and their interpretation were a major part of early modern Ottoman 

culture, there is a greater possibility that Veysi's narrative created a real dream effect 

upon its readers. 

Related to its dream association, there are at least two copies where the 

copyist/reader thinks that the text deserves the title hikifJ1e ("story"). In the first instance, 

a version copied in a relatively late period, 1255/1839-1840, is named Hikaye-i iskellder-i 

Ziilkal7u!y1l (The Story of Alexander the Two-Horned).73 In the dateless second one, the 

copyist writes down the title in red ink, saying that the name of the book is HikifJ1e-i 
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T/ ~)'sf der JVJenakzb-z iVIaiiJ!Jle (V eysi' s Story of the Tales of the Past). 74 In only one instance 

,-vas the text reproduced under the title NasfhatJlame-i V~lsf(Admonition ofVeys).75 

Nasuh Pasha's full reading experience is also worth noting. As far as Nevizade 

Adj's short anecdote is concerned, Nasuh Pasha in fact enjoyed reading the work in the 

beginning. He even teased Veysi '-vith good intentions, saying that "the best (literary 

work) is the most lying one" (ahsaJlllhtt akzabtthll). The stress upon "lying" in this context 

must be associated with Nasuh Pasha's appreciation of the stylistic features and 

imaginative qualities of the Habname, for the flow of Nevizade Atm's entry definitely 

implies a positive meaning. In the relevant passage, N evizade Atm says: 

He [Veysi] has a VaklallolJle which is a comforting and aesthetic work similar to the 

story of Joseph [~1Ssa-i YIIS1dJ .. It deserves to be named as the best of the stories 

[ahsellin-kosos] in consideration of its invention of a whimsical literary stratagem [hldo-i 

ihtiromo]. \'{1hen he [Veysi] presented [it] to the grand vizier Nasuh Pasha, the grand 

vizier teased him with good intentions, saying "the best is the most lying one" [obsatJ/lhll 

akzabllhll]. But later, when he came across in the remaining parts lof the story] the 

episode on the betrayal of Ibn Alkami, the vizier of the Abbasid caliph al-Mustasim, he 

suspected that it was a satire of him. Hence he closed the gate of endowment [der-i 

ihsom berkiflJliflerdl]. 76 

Nevizade Atm's continuous stress upon "story" and literary creativity, as well as 

Nasuh Pasha's initial positive response regarding the text's "fictionality", are noteworthy 

reader reactions, giving a colorful picture of how the Habname was welcomed in its own 

time as a remarkable piece of imagination. Although Veysi is remarked in current 

scholarship for his flowery prose style and extreme use of Arabo-Persian vocabulary, the 

Habname stands as a relatively simpler text. Tbis is also testified to by Evliya <::elebi, who 

says nothing negative about the HabnallJe's stylistic features while expressing his concern 

about the Styer as a work that definitely requires the reader to consult dictionaries.77 

Another question that is, in a way, related to the reception of the Habname is 

why, in the nineteenth century, the work attracted a growing interest, indicated by the 

number of publications it received. It is true that some examples of Ottoman works of 

politics and ethics-such as l(atib <::elebi's Diistttrii'l-Amel li-Islahi'l-Halel, Hasan 1GB 

Akhisaci's Ustllii'l-Hikem fi Ni~llJi'I-Alem, and l<.mahzade's AhIak-z Alai-were also 

published in this period.7s Furthermore, when ~erif 1vlardin's remarks on the intellectual 

heritage of the Young Ottomans are recalled, this interest in "classical" advice literature 

is not surprising.79 However, none of these works enjoyed as many publications as the 

Habname. The text was first printed by the Bulaq publishing house in February 1837 and 

sold in the market for three piastres. so Ten years later, in February 1847, it was published 

for the first time in Istanbul by the state-owned publishing house Ivlatbaa-i Amite. Its 
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third edition was completed in the year 1284/1868 by a private publishing house called 

Vezir Ham. The company must have obtained a relative success, for they decided to 

reprint the text in 1286/1870 as part of a collection of Veysi's oeuvre. In the year 

1293/1876, the HabJ1allle was published once more by another private publishing house, 

Seyh Yahya Efendi. Finally, in 1303/1886, the HabJ1ame was selected by the NIehmed 

Cemal Efendi printing firm as part of a collection called J\lliiJljeat-z At!tj),e.fi Asar-i 

OSJJJanrye. 

The wide circulation of the HabllaJJJe in the nineteenth century has a mutual 

relationship with the cultivation of a new genre of dream writing represented especially 

in the works of Ziya Pasha and Narruk I(emal. It is not clear whether Ziya Pasha had a 

copy ofVeysi's Habllame at his o,-vn disposal when, in 1869, he was composing his own 

"Rth'a' ("Dream"), but, when the striking similarities between the two works are taken 

into consideration, it seems likely that he did. 

Like V eysi, Ziya Pasha begins his narrative with a description of his anxiety, 

caused by the calamitous news he had just read in the newspapers regarding the recent 

situation of the Ottoman Empire. He is in London when he sees (or writes?) this dream, 

and, as he tells the story, he goes to Hampton Court and sits on a bank alone. Similar to 

Veysi's declaration of his desire to talk to Sultan Ahmed I, Ziya Pasha expresses his own 

long-held wish to speak to Sultan Abdiilaziz. Suddenly, the landscape changes, and Ziya 

Pasha finds himself in Dolmabah<;e Palace, where the sultan is walking out in the 

garden.81 Ziya Pasha begins to have a conversation with Abdiilaziz and tells him why he 

(Ziya Pasha) was dismissed from office and compelled to go to Europe. In a manner 

reminiscent in a way of classical advice literature, Ziya Pasha here articulates his own 

views on actual politics and recommends the measures necessary for improving the 

current depreciated status of the empire. Just as he convinces the sultan to do, 

Abdiilaziz decides to dismiss the grand vizier Ali Pasha, entrusting Ziya Pasha with 

informing Ali about this dismissal. Ziya Pasha then goes to Ali's home and apprises him 

of the sultan's decision. It is at just this moment that he is awakened by the call of the 

gatekeeper at Hampton Court and realizes that all he has just seen was only a dream. 

The Habllame of Veysi and Ziya Pasha's "Rt2ya' share much in terms of their 

introductory descriptions of the dreamer's anxiety, the expression of the desire to meet 

and talk to the sultan in person, and the declaration of thoughts on the political 

conditions of the state. Interestingly, Ahmed Hamdi Tanp111ar describes Ziya Pasha's 

"Rth'a' as the first modern "story" in Ottoman Turkish literature and praises its 

achievement in portraying the psychologies of the characters.82 He does not compare 
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the \vork to Veysi's HabllaJJle, but the striking similarity between the two works was later 

indicated by such scholars as Bernard Lewis.s3 

Ziya Pasha's "R4yii" not only stimulated such figures as Nanuk I<emal and 

Ayetullah Efendi to compose similar dream narratives of their own, but also seems to 

have aroused some sense of interest by literati to\vard Veysi's Habllame. For example, in 

a letter \vhere he vehemently criticizes Ziya Pasha for his "R/!)'a', Nanuk I<emal asks his 

friend to purchase Veysi's HabnallJe and send it to him immediately.s4 Nanuk I<emal's 

familiarity with Veysi is of course not due to Ziya Pasha's dream narrative: he admits 

that, when composing his first prose \vorks, he was under the influence of Veysi's style. 

Although he later developed a critical view regarding Veysi's wordy expressions, he 

always appreciated V eysi's pro~e. He even recommended that the anthology of literature 

that he suggested for publication for college students include examples from Veysi's 
works.s5 

Narruk I<emal's demand for Veysi's Habname must originate from I<emal's 

intellectual responsibilities, as he wanted to review the work before he composed his 

own "R4ya' in 1871. The similarity between the two works is limited, and in fact, from 

Narruk I<emal's "Rib/a' onwards, there is a new \vay of utilizing dreams in Ottoman 

Turkish literature as a frame to convey the author's utopian ideals. This novelty stems 

from the fact that the dream now begins to be associated more with progress, futurism, 

and materialism. 

There is no need here to discuss at length the content of Narruk I<emal's 

"Rt2Ya,.86 Many renowned figures of late nineteenth- and twentieth-century literary 

culture, such as Yahya I<emal, Hiiseyin Cahit Yal<;ln, and Necip Fazll, say that Nanuk 

I<emal's "R/!)'a' was a true legend in their own time. It was banned before 1908, and 

thus had to be distributed secretly, which might have boosted its popularity. The range 

of its influence can be deduced from the number of similar dream narratives written in 

the period. Thanks to studies by NI. I<ayahan OzgUl and Engin I(lli<;, we know that such 

figures as :Mizancl Nlurad, Abdullah Cevdet, Hiiseyinzade Ali Bey, Hiiseyin Cahid, 

Hasan Ru~eni, I(lli<;zade i. Hakkl, and many others were involved in this trend of 

composing utopia-like dream accounts. The work was also influential on some Iraqi 

writers after being translated into Arabic following the restoration of constitutional 

monarchy in 1908.87 

It is difficult to claim that the Habname was a direct source of inspiration on each 

and every dream narrative written in this period. However, it is true that, especially for 

the earlier works of Ziya Pasha and Narruk I<emal, it initially set the stage for the 

development of the genre, and thus that Veysi's creativity may have been instrumental. 
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Of course, one must acknowledge the inevitable differences between the Habl1ame and 

these dream narratives in view of the fact that the content and the linguistic and 

thematic baggage of the texts, as well as the political positions of their authors, are 

shaped by distinct historical, sociopolitical, and intellectual realities. Yet, no matter how 

obsolete the Habname may have been to some readers, Veysi's narrative survived in the 

book market up until the turn of the twentieth century. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This study has attempted to provide a literary-historical analysis of a single text written 

in the early seventeenth century by one of the most prominent literary figures of the 

time. Although I have analyzed a single literary piece, I have tried to address '.vider 

dimensions which are crucial to contextualizing the text and making sense of its many

layered structure. Since Veysi's Habllame stands at the crossroads of several strands of 

the political, cultural, and literary atmosphere of its time, any study based on its analysis 

requires taking each dimension into account. 

Such a task is not only meaningful to better understanding the text, but also 

rewarding, as it provides a picture of the intellectual climate of the post-Siileymanic era. 

In the current historiography of the Ottoman Empire, this era has largely been referred 

to as a sea change, no matter which term-"decline" or "transformation"-is preferred. 

While most recent studies tend to point out the transformation the empire experienced. 

by utilizing a careful mixture of first-hand sources, the remnants of the conventional 

approach inclined to depict the decline of the empire through an exploitation of the 

writings of contemporary Ottoman literati continue to exist. 

Without neglecting the value of early modern Ottoman political writings in 

portraying the contemporary sociopolitical and financial situation of the empire, this 

paper's intention has been to show that these writings can best reveal the intellectual 

and psychological climate, discursive preferences, and literary strategies prevalent at the 

time they were composed. Thus, individual studies on particular pieces are all the more 

important in answering the questions of why and ho'.v each author wrote. Did he 

perpetuate the widespread declinist discourse of his age? What repertoire of features and 

literary conventions did he follow? In what ways did he deviate? What was the role of 

"invention" in this genre of Ottoman political treatises? What about the role of career 

expectations, factional positions, and patronage ties of the authors? How might these 

factors have influenced the representation of each author in his writings? 

The dream frame and the extraordinary message based upon a sharp historical 

realism are two remarkable features that distinguish Veyst's narrative among its peers. 
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By means of this dream frame, the HabllalJle acquired a fictional status whereby the 

author felt free to combine together unrelated materials within a coherent narrative 

structure. The dreams' authoritative power might also have been instrumental ill 

obtaining the attention of a \vider readership. However, this study does not claim to 

provide satisfying answers regarding how dreams were used and perceived in the early 

modern Ottoman cultural and political milieu. The tradition of dream writing and its 

distinct sub-genres certainly requires careful scholarly attention. Nevertheless, the 

scholars of dreams in Ottoman Turkish culture are often inclined to focus more on the 

aspect of "experience" than the aspect of "narrative". It is my belief that the narrativit:y 

of dreams-i.e., the ways dream stories are constructed and the ways they are 

interpreted-is a better unit of 'analysis, one which can give surprising insights about 

how Ottoman individuals craft and respond to their own stories. 
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